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Abstract Debris flows are typically a saturated mixture of poorly sorted particles and interstitial fluid,
whose density and flow properties depend strongly on the presence of suspended fine sediment. Recent
research suggests that grain size distribution (GSD) influences excess pore pressures (i.e., pressure in excess
of predicted hydrostatic pressure), which in turn plays a governing role in debris flow behaviors. We report a
series of controlled laboratory experiments in a 4m diameter vertically rotating drum where the coarse
particle size distribution and the content of fine particles were varied independently. We measured basal
pore fluid pressures, pore fluid pressure profiles (using novel sensor probes), velocity profiles, and
longitudinal profiles of the flow height. Excess pore fluid pressure was significant for mixtures with high fines
fraction. Such flows exhibited lower values for their bulk flow resistance (as measured by surface slope of the
flow), had damped fluctuations of normalized fluid pressure and normal stress, and had velocity profiles
where the shear was concentrated at the base of the flow. These effects were most pronounced in flows with
a wide coarse GSD distribution. Sustained excess fluid pressure occurred during flow and after cessation of
motion. Various mechanisms may cause dilation and contraction of the flows, and we propose that the
sustained excess fluid pressures during flow and once the flow has stopped may arise from hindered particle
settling and yield strength of the fluid, resulting in transfer of particle weight to the fluid. Thus, debris flow
behavior may be strongly influenced by sustained excess fluid pressures controlled by particle settling rates.

1. Introduction

Debris flows are mixtures of sediment and fluid that can transit steep headwater channels and deposit after
long runout distances, often at slopes much lower than expected from intrinsic material properties [e.g.,
Rickenmann, 1999]. The grain size distribution of natural debris flows typically includes sediment grain sizes
from microns (e.g., clay and silt) to meters (e.g., boulders) and can vary substantially, from mudflows and
lahars with a high fraction of fine particles to granular flows with a high fraction of coarse particles. Debris
flows are typically distinguished from other modes of mass transport of solid particles by their high volu-
metric concentration of particles to water, which can exceed 50% [e.g., Pierson, 1986]. While the interstitial
fluid is water, with the addition of suspended fine particles (typically clay and silt), the flow behavior can differ
from that of water [e.g., Coussot, 1997] and might better be described as “mud.”

Depending on the grain size distribution, several classification schemes have been suggested for these and
similar natural particle-fluid flows [e.g., Johnson, 1970; Costa, 1984; Takahashi, 1991; Coussot and Ancey, 1999;
Hungr et al., 2001]. Here we simply use the phrase “debris flows” to denote natural gravity-driven subaerial
particle-fluid flows that span the limiting cases of mudflows, which are flows with a high fraction of fine
particles, and granular debris flows, which have a high fraction of large particles including gravel and
boulders. The flow behavior, characterizable in part by flow resistance, is expected to vary dramatically as
the grain size distributions vary from mudflows to granular debris flows.

Here we review flow resistance, normal stress, and grain interactions and arrive at a discussion of controls on
the generation of excess pore pressures, which appear to strongly influence debris flow behavior. Our review
suggests that while theory exists to analyze these controls, experiments on appropriately scaled materials are
needed to test and advance further current understanding. Subsequently, we present results of experiments
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that led us to propose specific mechanisms for development of excessive pore pressures that may arise from
reduced settling in dense fluids.

1.1. Flow Resistance and Dependency on Normal Stress

The flow resistance of granular suspensions and muddy slurries can be described using the Herschel-Bulkley
model [e.g., Herschel and Bulkley, 1926; Mueller et al., 2009; Coussot, 1997]. Specifically, the measured shear
stress τ scales with strain rate

:
γ according to

τ ¼ τy þ k
:
γa (1)

where τy is the yield strength (i.e., if τ ≤ τy,
:
γ ¼ 0), k is often called the consistency index, and a is power law expo-

nent; typically a ~ 0.3 formuddy flows, which are shear thinning [Coussot, 1997]. In these flows, there is no appar-
ent dependence of the flow behavior on the local normal stress σn or pressure. Many classic debris flow models
originating from hydraulics rely on the Herschel-Bulkley model or similar phenomenological relationships that
relate shear stress with shear rate independent of normal stress [e.g., Johnson and Rodine, 1984;O’Brien et al., 1993].

In contrast, the flow resistance in granular flows exhibits a clear dependence on normal stress. This includes a
Coulomb-like relation [e.g., Bagnold, 1954; Hungr, 1995; Iverson, 1997]:

τ ¼ μσn (2)
where, in Bagnold’s [1954] classic derivation, the normal and shear stresses scale with shear rate squared, while
μ, an effective friction coefficient, is independent of

:
γ. In more recent studies in denser flows [e.g., Groupement

de RechercheMilieux Divisés, 2004; Jop et al., 2006] it is proposed that μ is a function of shear rate,
:
γ, normal stress,

σn, and properties of the particles themselves (e.g., for a mixture, the average particle density and average
particle size [Yohannes and Hill, 2010; Tripathi and Khakhar, 2011]). For these flows, particle-particle interactions
and associated collisional timescales have been associated with the scaling of the effective friction coefficient
[Yohannes and Hill, 2010].

Various studies have investigated the origin of flow resistance in related grain fluid flows [e.g., Bagnold, 1954;
Ancey and Evesque, 2000; Armanini et al., 2005; Boyer et al., 2011]. These suggest that shear resistance in grain
fluid flows is due to a combination of factors, including frictional resistance due to enduring grain contacts,
collisional momentum exchange between the grains, and viscous resistance of the muddy fluid [e.g., Iverson,
1997; Ancey, 2006]. Based on scaling considerations, Iverson [1997] argues that in most natural debris flows
shear resistance is most closely associated with interparticle contacts rather than collisional interactions or
the viscous interstitial fluid. In all of the cases where collisional and/or frictional particle-particle interactions
are important, a significant part of the flow resistance should scale with normal stress [e.g., Boyer et al., 2011].
So, to understand the flow behavior, it is necessary to understand the controls on the normal stress.

1.2. Normal Stress and Grain-to-Grain Contacts

To identify the normal stress associated with grain-to-grain contacts in a grain-fluidmixture, Terzaghi’s effective
stress principle [Terzaghi, 1943] is often used. To summarize some salient issues, we consider a simplified case,
where the normal stresses are the same in all directions (isotropic). In this case, the local stress associated with
grain-to-grain contacts is sometimes expressed as an effective normal stress σeff, calculated according to

σeff ¼ σtot � P (3)

where σtot is the total normal stress (associated with the bulk density of the material), and P is pore fluid pres-
sure. In other words, equation (3) expresses a partitioning of the total normal stresses between the solid and
fluid phases of the material: σeff is the part of the total normal stress borne by the particles, and P is the part
borne by the fluid. When P≪ σtot, the particle network carries a significant fraction of the stress associated
with the total weight of the material, and we expect expressions such as equation (2) to more completely
describe the shear resistance of the flow. As P → σtot, the effective normal stress approaches zero and we
expect the interstitial fluid to bear more of the shear resistance to flow. In that case a phenomenological flow
law like that given in equation (1) or a Bagnold-type expression accounting for collisional momentum
exchange (as speculated by Iverson [2013]) might describe flow resistance. The system can be considered
“fully liquefied” when the liquefaction ratio (LR) equals 1, where

LR ≡P=σtot (4)

The concept of effective stress has been adapted in two-phase debris flow models to separately account for
the flow resistance of the solid and fluid components [e.g., Iverson and Denlinger, 2001; Pitman and Le, 2005;
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Pelanti et al., 2008; Berzi and Jenkins, 2009; Iverson and George, 2014; Bouchut et al., 2015]. This brings to light
the relevance of the magnitude of the fluid pressure in a constantly deforming grain-fluid assembly. In steady
uniform flows where the free surface is inclined at an angle θ relative to the horizontal and the weight of
grains are supported entirely by interparticle contacts, we expect the total stress and the pore fluid pressure
to increase with distance from the free surface according to σtot ~ ρbg(H� z)cos θ and Pw~ ρwg(H� z)cos θ,
where ρb and ρw are the densities of the bulk material and the water, respectively, g is gravity, H is the total
depth of the flow, and z increases from the bed in the normal direction. In other words, in this simple
saturated case, we expect that the pore pressure in the pore fluid is equal to the “hydrostatic” fluid pressure
(proportional to depth and density of the interstitial fluid, which might be modified due to fine particles in
suspension) and that the effective stress scales with the buoyant weight of the particles. However, there is
ample evidence in the literature that a nonzero excess pore pressure can develop.

1.3. Development and Dissipation of Excess Pore Pressures

The most commonly cited sources of excess pore pressure in debris flows are associated with natural unstea-
diness and nonuniformities. In a particle-fluid flow that progresses down a sloped, rough surface, the particles
shear past one another in layers as the bulk mass dilates [Iverson, 2005; Goren et al., 2010]. The jostling of the
particles in this shear motion creates temporally varying nonuniformities such as local pressure gradients that
squeeze the fluid in and out of pore spaces. Because the fluid cannot respond instantaneously, the local fluid
pressure may vary significantly in space and time [e.g., Iverson and LaHusen, 1989; Goren et al., 2010]. The
more viscous the fluid, and/or the smaller the pore spaces, the longer it takes for the fluid to move in
response to a local pore pressure gradient (similar to the classic expression for fluid motion in a porous
medium [Darcy, 1856]). Once a particle-fluid flow dilates, it begins to contract, and subsequently, a locally
elevated pore pressure may be maintained over longer timescales. Under the right conditions, Pierson
[1981] showed that the average pore pressure could be elevated above the hydrostatic case for timescales
greater than that of a debris flow event.

Other mechanisms for nonhydrostatic fluid pressure generation proposed in the literature include centripetal
acceleration due to a curved channel [e.g., Chow, 1959], resistance associated with the yield strength of the
muddy pore fluid [e.g., Hampton, 1979], and Reynolds stresses [Hotta and Ohta, 2000]. Additionally, nonuni-
formities such as segregation at the front of a debris flow and the development of a boulder-rich front that
acts as a “moving dam” for the finer, muddier debris upstream [Pierson, 1986] might result in a local peak in
stress and excess pore pressure.

The dissipation of excess pore pressure is often considered using a one-dimensional pore pressure diffusion
formulation [e.g., Major, 2000; de Haas, 2015] associated with classic (quasi-static) consolidation theory
[Terzaghi, 1943]:

∂Pe
∂t

� D
∂2Pe
∂z2

¼ 0 (5)

where Pe is the magnitude of fluid pressure in excess to the simple hydrostatic case, z is the vertical coordi-
nate in the opposite direction of gravity, and D is a diffusion coefficient, defined as D= kEc/η, where k is the
hydraulic permeability of the porous media, Ec is the modulus reflecting the bulk stiffness of the porous
media, and η is the dynamic viscosity of the pore fluid [Major, 2000; Iverson, 2005]. The development of
equation (5) for excess pore pressure is based on a number of assumptions (described inMajor [2000]) which
are appropriate for conditions in wide, thin deposits of saturated, poorly sorted sandy debris subject to
low-magnitude stresses. While direct applicability to moving debris flows is not obvious, applying it to
quasisteady systems can provide some intuition about how pore pressure dissipation varies from one
mixture to the next. Fitting solutions to equation (5) to data from consolidation experiments, Major [2000]
found diffusion coefficients that varied from 10�4m2/s for sandy gravel debris flow deposits down to
10�7m2/s for muddy slurries. These results strongly suggest a link between grain size distribution and excess
pore pressures: once excess pore pressures are generated in systems containing fine particles, they are
maintained, while in a gravel-sand mixture, they may dissipate quickly.

Three models have recently been proposed to connect the evolution of excess pore pressure with other flow
dynamics. Kowalski and McElwaine [2013] presented a two-phase flow model that they demonstrated could
be used to predict the evolution of depth-averaged particle concentration and associated pore pressure
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variations. In their dynamic representation of the resuspension and sedimentation of solid particles they
account for the transfer of hydrostatic pressure between the fluid phase and particle phase: from particle
contacts to the fluid pore pressure during the suspension process,and back to the particle contacts as they
settle. Iverson and George [2014] proposed a debris flow model that connects pore pressure evolution with
porosity changes due to changes of effective normal stress and shearing of the grain-fluid assembly, leading
to contraction or dilation of the pore space. They explicitly account for sources of excess pore pressure and
dissipation of pore pressure in an independent equation. In their model, both particle network contraction
and increases in the effective normal stress lead to increases in fluid pressure. Similarly, decreases in effective
normal stress leads to decreases in fluid pressure. Mangeney and colleagues [e.g., Bouchut et al., 2015] pro-
posed a two-phase model that allows the separation between the fluid and the solid phase free surface to
make it possible for the fluid to be sucked or expelled from the solid phase due to dilatation/compression
effects. Subsequently, the change in space and time of the excess pore fluid pressure and its coupling with
the solid phase arises directly from the momentum conservation equations. While these are compelling
models, more data are needed to understand the effect of grain size distribution on pore pressure generation
and dissipation to fully capture these dynamics for a range of natural flows.

1.4. Evidence for the Influence of Grain Size Distribution on Excess Pore Pressures

Field evidence for excess pore pressures reported for natural debris flow events [Berti et al., 1999; Berti and
Simoni, 2005; McArdell et al., 2007; McCoy et al., 2010, 2012] are suggestive of a grain size dependence of
the phenomenology.McArdell et al. [2007] measured total stresses and pore pressures at the base of a debris
flow in an instrumented channel in the Illgraben catchment in southwestern Switzerland. In doing so, they
were able to determine what proportion of the total flow weight was supported by pore fluid pressures.
Notably, at the tail of the observed debris flow, which showed a lower concentration of large clasts, total
normal stress equaled to pore fluid pressure, illustrating that the flow was fully liquefied (LR = 1 in equation
(4)). McCoy et al. [2010] found that fluid pressures toward the middle and back of natural debris flows were
approximately 1.5 to 2 times the hydrostatic pressures estimated solely from the density of the interstitial
fluid. In contrast, both McArdell et al. [2007] and McCoy et al. [2010] found that the increase in pore fluid
pressure over hydrostatic pressure was relatively insignificant at the front of the flows, which were generally
coarser grained and fluid starved.

In related experimental and computational studies, there is evidence that the variation of pore pressures and
other stresses in the flow are dependent on particle size distribution in a debris flow. Simulations have shown
that bulk stresses are mediated by the particle size distribution in dry granular flows [e.g., Rognon et al., 2007;
Yohannes and Hill, 2010; Hill and Yohannes, 2011; Tripathi and Khakhar, 2011], which experimental data
indicate extend to debris flows as well [e.g., Hsu, 2010]. Measurements of normal stress and fluid pressure
in large-scale experiments indicate that the presence and quantity of fine particles can significantly influence
the magnitude of pore fluid pressure [Major and Iverson, 1999; Iverson et al., 2010; Kaitna et al., 2014]. The
segregation of particles during transport makes measurements to connect grain size distributions to pore
fluid pressure more uncertain [e.g., Hsu, 2010; Johnson et al., 2012; Yohannes et al., 2012].

As indicated above, an understanding of how particle size distribution influences the formation and dissipa-
tion of excess pore pressure in debris flows is important for improving our overall understanding of debris
flow processes. Pore pressure influences the entrainment of bed material by debris flows [Berger et al.,
2010; McCoy et al., 2012; Iverson et al., 2011] with demonstrated influence on speed and runout distances
[Mangeney et al., 2010; Farin et al., 2014]. Kaitna et al. [2014] used novel measurement techniques and demon-
strated that measured velocity profiles of experimental debris flows vary with evolution of fluid pressure.
Gradients in stresses themselves have been shown to segregate the particles within a mixture [Fan and
Hill, 2011; Hill and Tan, 2014]. However, systematic data on how the evolution of pore fluid pressure depends
on material composition in a debris flow are not yet available.

Here we investigate how mixture composition, fluid pressures relative to hydrostatic conditions, and flow
dynamics are linked. We hypothesize that poor sorting in different grain size distributions leads to internal
stress states (via excess pore fluid pressure) that strongly influence flow behavior. To isolate the effects of
sorting and mud content at a large scale, we conducted six experiments using different particle-fluid
mixtures sheared in a 4m rotating drum, in which grain size distribution among the coarser particles
(>2mm) and the content of fine particles (<2mm) were varied. We use several measures to identify
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differences between the flows: (1) basal fluid pressure (magnitude relative to solid normal load and to
hydrostatic pressure), (2) fluctuation magnitudes of basal fluid pressure, (3) average steady state surface
slope, (4) velocity and pressure distribution within the flows, and (5) dissipation of basal fluid pressure after
stopping the drum. Our data suggest that we can define the transition from “muddy behavior” to “granular
behavior” associated with specific grain size distributions by documenting enduring excess pore pressures in
the flows and their effect on the relationships between shear and normal stresses.

2. Methods
2.1. Experimental Setup

To generate experimental sediment fluid flows, we use a large 4m diameter, 0.8m wide, vertically rotating
drum. The use of a rotating drum allows us to develop reproducible steady state flows where profiles of velocity
and fluid pressure, surface slope, and normal load are relatively easy to measure (Figure 1). The large size of the
drum allows us to use material mixtures similar to those found in the field and by that to minimize scaling bias
when drawing conclusions from these experiments with regard to natural flows. On the other hand, compared
with a typical debris flow, the flow of particles and fluids in a drum is highly nonuniform, and we have to
exercise care in considering the influence of nonuniformity of the flow and bed curvature in the interpretation
of our results.

The drum has a maximum angular velocity of 1.5 radians/s, which corresponds to a drum bed velocity of
3m/s. In this study we performed experiments at several drum speeds, with drum bed velocities varying from
0.6m/s to 1.9m/s but focus most of our discussion on runs where the bed velocity = 1.25m/s. At steady state,
a mixture sheared by the drum bed was essentially stationary in the laboratory frame, and the drum bed
velocity was equal to the average velocity of the material relative to the drum bed (Vm).

Rubber treads with a cross section of 25mm×25mm span the width of the drum, spaced ~0.2m apart along
the circumference of the drum to prevent the entire mass from sliding along the inner surface of the bed as
the drum rotates. The two sidewalls are smooth; the back wall is made of steel, and the front is made of
Plexiglas to facilitate measurements from one side of the flow. Additional technical details of the setup are
described elsewhere [see Hsu, 2010; Schneider et al., 2011; Yohannes et al., 2012; Hsu et al., 2014; Kaitna
et al., 2014]. For each experiment, we place a mixture of particles and fluid into the drum, rotate the drum,
and monitor the resulting flow dynamics.

2.2. Material

To separately assess the effect of grain size distribution and the content of fine particles, we performed a number
of experiments using six different mixtures in which we varied the coarse particle size distribution and the
amount of fine particles. The mixtures we used are based on a debris flowmixture representative of a documen-
ted flow event in Taiwan [Chen et al., 2001] which had a wide grain size distribution (GSD) and a high fraction
of fine particles. According to Chen et al. [2001], in the Taiwanese debris flow the volumetric sediment

Figure 1. (a) Photo of the rotating drum and (b) functional sketch of the experimental setup showing the locations of the
(i) load cell, the (ii) fluid pressure sensor, the (iii) 2-D rotational laser scanner, and (iv) digital video camera [modified after
Schneider et al., 2011].
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concentration relative to the entire mix-
ture Cv,b≈ 0.8; the volumetric concentra-
tion of coarse particles Cv,c ≈ 0.61, and
the volumetric concentration of fine par-
ticles in the (muddy) interstitial fluid (the
fine sediment water slurry) Cv,f ≈ 0.49. We
refer to the mixture we used that most
closely resembled the Taiwanese flow
event as “wide GSD+fines” (Table 1).
Approximately 80% of our wide GSD
+fines mixture by volume consisted of
particles. Approximately three fourths
(76% by volume, as determined by mass)
of those were coarse particles (so that Cv,
c≈ 0.8 × 0.76 = 0.61). The GSD of the
coarse particles of our wide GSD+fines
mixture (>2mm) was nearly identical to
that of the Taiwanese flow, but we
capped themaximum size of our mixture
at 128mm because of concern about
damage to sensor probes that we
describe shortly. The rest of the particles
in our wide GSD+fines mixture con-
sisted of fine particles, so that Cv,f≈0.49,
The fines were primarily silt and clay,
though there was a nonnegligible quan-
tity of larger fine particles (still< 2mm)
as evident in Figure 2. The density of
the interstitial fluid considering the mass
and volume of the fine particles and fluid
together (assuming all particles up to

Table 1. Material Composition of the Tested Mixturesa

Wide GSD + Fines Wide GSD +Water d50 + Fines d50 +½ Fines d50 +¼ Fines d50 +Water

mb (kg)
b 1050 904 804 726 696 667

mc (kg)
b 727 727 533 533 533 533

mf (kg)
b 229 0 188 94 47 0

mw (kg)b 91 177 83 99 116 134
Vb (m

3)c 0.452 0.451 0.355 0.336 0.335 0.335
Vc (m

3)c 0.274 0.274 0.201 0.201 0.201 0.201
Vf (m

3)c 0.087 0 0.071 0.035 0.018 0
Vw (m3)c 0.091 0.177 0.083 0.099 0.116 0.134
Cv,f (-)

d 0.49 0.00 0.46 0.26 0.13 0.00
Cv,c (-)

d 0.61 0.61 0.57 0.60 0.60 0.60
Cv,b (-)

d 0.80 0.61 0.77 0.70 0.65 0.60
ρs (kg/m

3)e 1804 1000 1760 1435 1219 1000
ρb (kg/m

3)e 2318 2003 2264 2163 2078 1990
d50 (mm)e 10 10 10 10 10 10

am =mass, V = volume, Cv = volumetric sediment concentrationd, ρ = density, and d50 = 50th percentile of grain
diameter of the coarse fraction; subscripts c, f, w, s, and b denote “coarse,” “fines,” “water,” “suspension” (i.e., interstitial
fluid), and “bulk,” respectively.

bMasses for the components reported were measured before the experiment; mb =mf +mc +mw.cVolumes reported for the sediment are representative of the total solid volume, i.e., Vc ≅mc/(2650 kg/m3) and
Vf ≅mf/(2650 kg/m3); volume of water was estimated according to Vw ≅mw/(1000 kg/m3). Vb = Vf + Vc + Vw.dCv,f = Vf/(Vf + Vw); Cv,c = Vf/V; and Cv,b = (Vf + VC)/V.eρs = (mf +mw)/(Vf + Vw); ρb =mb/Vb.

Figure 2. Histograms of the size fractions of the tested mixtures.
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2mm are suspended) was ρs≈ 1804kg/m3 and total bulk density ρb was 2318kg/m
3 (see Table 1). The other

mixtures we used are variations of the wide GSD+fines, achieved by systematically varying the water content
and the concentration of fine particles or by replacing the coarse fraction of thewide GSD distributionwith a very
narrow distribution about itsmedian grain size (d50 =10mm), as listed in Table 1. The grain size distributions of all
the experimental runs are shown in Figure 2.

We distinguish between the “fine fraction” and the “coarse fraction” using a threshold grain size of 2mm. This
choice is arbitrary, but the definition of a threshold helps us to (1) account for the effect of turbulence and
hindered settling (as we detail in section 4) and (2) to provide for an efficient use of our fluid pressure sensors
whose pore spaces are approximately 2mm (as we detail in section 2.3). In our sheared grain-fluid mixtures
composed of coarse sediment, fine sediment, and water, we use the term “fluid” for the mixture of fine
sediment (e.g., <2mm in diameter) suspended in water.

The rheology of our most fines-rich interstitial fluid (Cv,f≈ 0.49) was documented using a cone plate
rheometer (model Haake Rheoscope1). The response of the fluid under steady shear at strain rates, :γ, varied
from 10�4 to 10 s�1. The fluid was shear thinning, and the data were well fit using a Herschel-Bulkley model
(equation (1)). The yield strength, τy≈ 5 Pa, the consistency index, k≈ 8, and the power law exponent, n ≈ 0.35.
Details of these measurements can be found in Palucis [2014].

2.3. Instrumentation and Measurements

We measured the longitudinal depth profile for each flow using a 2-D rotational laser scanner (model Acuity
AR4000) located approximately 1m above the flow surface (Figure 1b, iv). The scanner produced five
topographic profiles per second, and we recorded these profiles over a period of 60 s for each experiment.
The resulting 300 profiles were averaged to reduce error associated with the laser scatter. Vertical resolution
of the average flow profile was typically ±2mm [Hsu et al., 2014].

We calculated longitudinal profiles of the total normal stress using force data from a square load plate that is
15 cm×15 cm and installed at the centerline of the flume (Figure 1b, iii). The load cell holding the plate
(Model SWP10-5 KB000 precision force transducer by Interforce Inc.) has a capacity of 22 kN. As the sensor
passes beneath a sheared mixture, it measures the magnitude of the normal force as it varies along the
length of the flow. The normal stress was set equal to measured force divided by the area of the plate (after
subtracting out effects such as centripetal force and the weight of the plate). Typically, we recorded three
such sets of longitudinal measurements (corresponding to three drum rotations) per experiment at
each velocity.

We measured longitudinal profiles of basal fluid pressure using a fluid pressure sensor installed at the
center of the flume bottom approximately 90° upstream of the load plate (Figure 1b, ii). The pressure
transducer (Keller Inc., model PR-25Y with a nominal pressure range between �0.1 and 0.1 bar) is attached
to a closed reservoir filled with oil (Figure 3). A closed system was used because the sensor is turned
upside down through each rotation of the drum. To close the system, we sealed the open end that is
in contact with the fluid with a flexible membrane overlaid by a steel mesh. The mesh size is 2mm and
prevents impacts onto the membrane by particles larger than 2mm. Because the mesh size was still
relatively large, fluid pressure was rapidly transmitted onto the membrane and, via the closed oil reservoir,
to the pressure transducer. Expansion and contraction of the oil due to temperature changes could have a
direct impact on the measured pressures, i.e., a slow drift of the pressure value representing atmospheric
pressure. To account for this, we measured the atmospheric pressure during the portion of each drum
rotation when the pressure sensor was not in contact with the flow and calibrated the pressure signal
for each rotation using these data. The relatively large mesh size, which allowed for more responsive
pressure measurements, caused particles up to 2mm to be included as part of the fluid weight that drove
pore pressure.

Additionally, we recorded the variation (typically, the decay) of basal fluid pressure after the drum stopped
rotating (with the basal pressure sensor at the six o’clock position). Because the measurement device for fluid
pressure is a closed system, minor temperature changes and subsequent density changes of the oil in the
pressure sensor gave rise to anomalous pressure drift, so we restricted the length of these static measure-
ments to 5min (300 s).
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For selected experimental runs we also used a novel fluid pressure sensor probe and a velocity profilometer
that we placed at different flow depths, to obtain a vertical profile of fluid pressure and velocity at specific
locations in the flow. We performed these measurements in the deepest part of each flow. The pressure
sensor probe is similar to the fixed boundary pressure sensor described above (Figures 3a and 3b) but
employs a miniaturized transducer (Keller Inc., model PAA-9-FLY, with a nominal pressure of 800–1300mbar,
dimensions 30mm diameter × 60mm long). We installed the sensor at the tip of a steel tube with an outer
diameter of 35mm (Figure 3c). During each experiment we lowered the sensor into the flow in a stepwise
fashion and collected measurements at a frequency of 1 kHz for 30 s at several discrete depths in the flow.
As we discuss shortly, because of the potential influences of the presence of the sensor assembly, the
measured pressure profiles are likely not exactly equal to those in undisturbed flow, but we use this
information to determine how these pressure profiles vary with changes in particle size distribution. As is
true of the pressure sensor in the drum bed, temperature changes within the oil reservoir of the pore
pressure probe may also affect the signal. To minimize this effect in our data, we recorded the atmospheric
pressure reading before and after each set of pressure measurements. We found that the change in this
baseline pressure was minimal for each experiment: the maximum variation (standard deviation) between
the measured atmospheric pressures over the course of each experiment was 260 Pa, corresponding to
approximately 5 to 10% of the expected maximum hydrostatic fluid pressure in our experiments (i.e.,
26mm of water).

The velocity profilometer is composed primarily of two conductivity probes mounted on the tip of a rod
(similar to the assembly that houses the pressure sensor) a small distance, s, apart from one another. We
immerse the rod in the flow so that one conductivity probe is located downstream of the other. For each
depth into the flow, we recorded conductivity measured by each probe at a frequency of 1 kHz for 40 s so that
the measured conductivities of the two probes are similar but with a slight time delay Δt determined through
cross correlation of similar conductivity signals. This delay can then be used to calculate the local mean
velocity using v= s/Δt. This method, which is similar to velocity measurements in granular flows [Ahn et al.,
1991; Louge et al., 1996] and snow avalanches [Kern et al., 2004], is described in detail by Kaitna et al.
[2014]. Because of concerns over the bigger cobble-sized particles damaging the probe, for some mixtures
we inserted the probe only partway into the flow and therefore our fluid pressure measurements were
restricted to the upper half of the flow.

2.4. Data Acquisition and Analysis of Pore Pressure and Normal Stress at the Bed

The load cell and fluid pressure sensors were sampled at 50,000Hz, and every 50 data points were averaged
so that the data were recorded at an effective sampling rate of 1000Hz (e.g., Figure 4). We performed several
steps to eliminate spurious components in the time series of our measurements signals. Measurements were
made while rotating the empty drum to determine significant contributions to frequencies associated with
machine noise (e.g., vibrational response of the drum). These frequencies ranged between 7.5 and 25Hz,
and therefore, a stop-band filter was used to exclude these frequencies from our raw data of the pressure
and normal stress sensors. The resonant frequencies of the load cell (from 190 to 200Hz) and of the panels
that carried the fluid pressure sensors (from 100 to 140Hz) were revealed by hitting the load plate and the
panels with a hammer while recording the pressure signal. The characteristic frequencies of these devices
ranged between 100 to 140Hz for the load cell and 190 to 200Hz for the pressure sensors. Consequently,

Figure 3. (a) Sketch of the configuration of pressure sensors for experiments in a rotating drum, (b) photo of the basal
sensor before installation, and (c) miniaturized pressure sensor installed into a steel tube to be immersed into the flow.
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the signal was low-pass filtered at 50 Hz.
The average normal stress profiles were
calculated from the filtered data aver-
aged over an arc length of 1° and over
three consecutive rotations. The error
bars presented in this study (e.g., those
in Figure 7) were calculated using the
standard deviation of the mean over
the same 1° arc length for three
consecutive rotations.

As a measure of the fluctuating compo-
nent of normal stress and fluid pressure
we used the time series of the signals,
filtered, as described above, and sub-
tracted from these the same filtered
time series, a low-pass-filtered time
series at 10Hz. The resulting time series
of fluctuations (e.g., Figure 4) therefore
effectively represents the original time
series, filtered to contain frequencies
between 25Hz and 50Hz. These
measurements do not necessarily repre-
sent the true stress and fluid pressure
fluctuations at the particle scale. For
example, there might be fluctuations
at frequencies that were filtered out, or
at length scales smaller than the rele-
vant dimensions of the measurement
devices. We therefore use these mea-
sures to provide systematic indicators

of quantitative differences in stresses from one sediment fluid system to the next rather than absolute
measures of the stresses for each experiment.

Several components contribute to the total fluid pressure in a situation where an elevated fluid pressure Pe
may be relevant (Figure 5). For simplicity, we assume uniform fine sediment concentration and a linear
vertical pressure profile. These assumptions lead to equation (6) as a means to calculate hydrostatic pore
pressure for water, Pw, with a density ρw:

Pw ¼ ρwg H� zð Þ cosθ; (6)

The additional component to hydrostatic fluid pressure due to the fine sediment in suspension, Ps, is

Ps ¼ ρs � ρwð Þg H� zð Þ cosθ; (7)

Because of the dimensions of the pore pressure sensor, we must include all fine particles up to 2mm in
diameter in the calculation of ρs (see footnotes to Table 1).

In addition to the fluid hydrostatic pressure measured at the bed, there are two other factors contributing to
the total fluid pressure and normal stress at the bed. First, there is the centripetal force associated with flow in
our curved channel bed. In this study we kept the drum speed relatively low so that the effect of centripetal
acceleration on the measured values of pore pressure are relatively low [cf. Hsu, 2010]. To estimate this effect,
consider the flow at each distance from the drum center Ri as having a velocity vi along circular flow lines with
radii of curvature Ri. Our independent measure of the vertical velocity profile v(z) can be used to estimate the
contribution of centripetal acceleration to fluid pressure, Pca, for n discrete layers of equal thickness Hi with

Pca ¼
Xi¼1

n

ρs vi
2=Ri

� �
Hi (8)

Figure 4. (top) Time series of basal fluid pressure and total normal stress.
This example shows mixture d50 +water at a mean rotation velocity of
vm = 1.25m/s. Figure 4 (top) shows the time series before and after
filtering as well as (bottom) the mean time series which is subtracted to
derive fluctuations around the mean. The grey shaded area indicates the
region of ±5° from maximum flow depth which was used to calculate
respective average values.
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Finally, excess fluid pressure, Pe, which cannot be explained by the buoyancy of water, suspended fines, or by
centripetal acceleration, may be calculated from the other pressure terms, where P is the pressure measured
by the sensor at the base of the drum

Pe ¼ P � Pw � Ps � Pca (9)

3. Results

For all mixtures, steady flow developed after several rotations of the drum with a distinct front that was
steeper than the main body of the flows. Visual observations and pressure measurements indicated that
some degree of solid-fluid segregation in each flow, which suggests disparate fluid and particle velocities
at least in some regions of the flow. Solid-fluid segregation was velocity and mixture dependent. At high
drum velocities an unsaturated region grew at the front, and fluid was pulled backward away from the
direction of flow; at low drum velocities, fluid drained from the front, so that the fluid front preceded the
granular front similar to that described in Kaitna et al. [2011] and Leonardi et al. [2015]. This latter effect
was more pronounced for the mixtures that contained few or no fine particles and for the mixtures where
the GSD of the coarse fraction was narrow. For most of the flows at a constant speed of 1.25m/s presented
here, the front was fully saturated and the front of the fluid meets the front of the granular materials
(Figure 6b). For the wide coarse +water mixture the front was primarily liquid, and the interstitial fluid front
preceded the granular front (Figure 6a). These visual observations are supported by the average normal stress
and fluid pressure profiles.

3.1. Profiles of Mixture Dynamics

Figure 7 shows longitudinal profiles of the average total normal stress and fluid pressure at the flume bottom
compared with profiles of theoretical basal hydrostatic fluid pressures for all six mixtures. To calculate the
theoretical hydrostatic pressures, we used equations (6) and (7) with the laser scan data for the flow depth
and estimated densities of the muddy pore fluid as presented in Table 1 and of the water (≈1000 kg/m3).
In both cases we assume complete saturation (i.e., pore spaces filled with fluid from the bottom of the drum
to the measured flow surface). For all cases the normal stress and fluid pressures are essentially in phase with
the flow depth (represented by the hydrostatic pressure plots in Figure 7). Local deviations for individual runs
indicate important influences of grain size distributions and the presence of fines in these mixtures with two
exceptions. First, just after the front of the flow, there is a small peak in the fluid pressure before the bigger
peak associated with the main flow. We attribute this to a dynamic vertical pressure component when the
material is overflowing the roughness elements. Additionally, for some mixtures, measured fluid pressure
exceeds total normal stress at the tail of the flow between locations 40 and 50° from vertical. We do not

Figure 5. Illustrations of (left) the different components contributing to the total fluid pressure (not to scale) and (right)
forces acting on a suspended sediment grain (Fb = buoyancy force, Fg = gravity force, and Fs = shear force. V = volume of
the suspended particle). The different pressure components are defined in the text in equations (6)–(9).
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attribute this to a slow response of the sensor during pressure decay, but to anomalous effects associated
with the drum geometry at high angles and the fact that fluidmight get trapped behind roughness elements.
In the immediate vicinity of the load plate, practical limitations required the removal of some of the
roughness elements, explaining why these two effects are not evident in the profiles for the normal stress.

Figure 7a shows that for the natural debris flow mixture (wide GSD+ fines) the measured fluid pressure
significantly exceeds both theoretical hydrostatic pressures (those calculated with and without consideration
of suspended fines), over nearly the complete length of the flow (i.e., excess fluid pressure prevails). Hence,
fluid pressure is a significant fraction of the total normal stress, and LR is close to 1, indicating that a fraction
of the coarse particles must effectively be supported by the fluid rather than by grain-to-grain contacts over a
long period of time. This reduces frictional grain-grain contacts [Kaitna et al., 2014], and correspondingly, the
steady state position of the flow is the farthest forward in the drum for all mixtures, as one would expect from
reduced frictional resistance of the flow.

Figure 7b shows that when the mixture is composed of the same coarse grain size distribution as the natural
debris flows, but the fine fraction is replaced by water (wide GSD+water), the fluid pressure equals hydrostatic
throughmuch of the flow. This indicates that the frictional particle-particle contacts are greater compared with
the first case with the high percentage of fine particles. Correspondingly, relative to the first mixture, the entire
debris flow is shifted upslope (to the right in Figure 7b) as one would expect from increased frictional resistance
of the flow. In contrast with the rest of the flow, for this mixture the pore pressure exceeds estimated
hydrostatic pressure at the flow front. There is also a solid-fluid segregation at the flow front that gives rise
to a fluid bore preceding the debris (Figures 6a and 7b). In this region particles enter into the fluid front from
the top of the solid front immediately behind this region, then segregate from the fluid into eddies at the sides
of the front and circulate in concentrated patches before being dragged back into the flow at depth.

Figure 7c presents data for the case where the amount of fines remains unaltered compared to the original
mixture but the entire distribution of the coarse fraction is replaced by the sediment close to the d50 of the
coarse fraction (d50 + fines). As in the case with a broad GSD, excess fluid pressure develops under much of
the flow, but the excess is smaller and, toward the front of the flow (from approximately�10° to +10°), there
is no excess; that is, the measured basal fluid pressure does not exceed calculated hydrostatic fluid pressures
associated with the interstitial (muddy) fluid. The flow is not shifted forward in the drum, and the magnitude
of the total normal stress and fluid pressure is much less than the wide GSD case. This provides a strong
indication that in addition to the presence of fines, a wide GSD is a key component for the presence of excess
fluid pressure over long timescales.

The profiles for the mixtures d50 +½ fines and d50 +¼ fines in Figures 7d and 7e, respectively, are similar to
those for d50 + fines with one exception. In these mixtures the measured fluid pressures were slightly below a

Figure 6. Overview looking downslope of mixtures (a) wide coarse +water, having an oversaturated front, and (b) the d50
+water mixture, having a saturated to slightly unsaturated front. Figure 6b was observed for all other tested mixtures.
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Figure 7. Longitudinal profiles of the averaged measured normal stress and fluid pressure and the calculated hydrostatic
fluid pressures at the base, using longitudinal flow depth measurements and estimated values for the interstitial fluids
(“water + fines” in Table 1) and water (≈1000 kg/m3). Data plotted for (a) wide coarse + fines, (b) wide coarse +water, (c) d50
+ fines, (d) d50 +½ fines, (e) d50 +¼ fines, and (f) d50 +water at a mean flow velocity of 1.25m/s. The abscissa represents
the angular distance from the vertical, i.e., zero corresponds to the six o’clock position; positive angles correspond to
positions upstream or toward the tail of the flow.
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theoretical hydrostatic pressure associated with the interstitial muddy fluid, Pw+ Ps, over most of the flow
length but higher than hydrostatic with respect to Pw. These slightly lower values may result from either
not all particles <2mm being suspended or a solid-fluid segregation effect where the fluid does not
completely fill the pore spaces to the top of the flow, resulting in a surface that is not saturated, as we discuss
in more detail shortly (Figure 11). The latter might be true for the mixture d50 +water, for which measure fluid
pressure is slightly below Pw (Figure 7f). The dilation of the unimodal granular mass due to shearing may
contribute to this unsaturated surface layer.

In Table 2 we provide a quantitative comparison of the mean basal pressure, P, and total normal stress, σtot,
for the deepest region of the flow, i.e., calculated from our measured values ±5° from maximum flow depth
(grey shaded area in Figure 4). The central region is selected to minimize boundary effects at the front and tail
of the flow. Three metrics of P are used to quantify the effect of pressure on the grain stresses: the first is the
ratio between basal fluid pressure and total normal stress (the liquefaction ratio LR, equation (2)). As
previously discussed, as LR increases, more of the weight of the particles is supported by the fluid, rather than
by other grains. Our second metric is the ratio of the measured pore pressure to the pressure predicted from
water alone, a minimal estimate of the contribution of the fine particles to the density of the interstitial fluid,
and therefore a maximal representation of the excess pore pressure:

ePe;max ¼ P
Pw

≈1þ Pe
Pw

þ Pca
Pw

þ Ps
Pw

(10)

Our third metric is the ratio of the measured pore pressure to the pressure predicted from the interstitial fluid
assuming all particles up to 2mm in diameter are suspended, a maximal estimate of the contribution of all
fine particles to the interstitial fluid, and therefore a minimal representation of the excess pore pressure:

ePe;min ¼ P
Pw þ Ps

≈1þ Pe
Pw þ Ps

þ Pca
Pw þ Ps

(11)

(where PS=0 if no fines are present). Since Pca is essentially the same for all mixtures, the higher ePe;max is, the
greater the effects of excess pore pressure that are not associated with an increased density associated with
fine particles in the mixture.

The representative values for the ratio LR are greater than 0.80 for the two mixtures with the highest fraction
of fine particles (~22% of the total weight and ~70% of the weight of the interstitial fluid for both mixtures).
For the mixtures lacking fine material, and likely having an unsaturated surface layer, LR is below 0.5. Pore
pressure in excess of Pw is significant for all mixtures where fine sediment is present. The results plotted in
Figure 7 strongly suggest that this is at least in part because fine particles are suspended in the water,
effectively increasing the density of the interstitial fluid and associated hydrostatic pressure. For the wide
GSD+ fines mixture, values of Pe and P/(Pw+ Ps) suggest that the high degree of liquefaction is associated
with excess pore pressure beyond that associated with the high interstitial fluid density due to the fine
particles in suspension. For the d50 + fines mixture, these values suggest that the high degree of liquefaction

Table 2. Measured Basal Mean Normal Stress σtot and Pore Fluid Pressure P at the Deepest Part of the Flow at a Mean Velocity of 1.25m/s; Mean Theoretical Fluid
Pressures (Based on Height Measurements, Velocity Measurements, Estimated Densities From Table 1, and Equations (6)–(9) and Pressure Ratios

Mixture

Measured (Pa) Calculateda (Pa) Pressure Ratios (-) Surface Slope Diffusion Coefficientf

σtot P Pw Pw + Ps Pca Pe LR c ePe;max
d ePe;min

e θ (deg) D (m2/s)

Wide GSD + fines 7075 5766 2749 4959 112 695 0.82 2.10 1.16 7.7 1.5 × 10�6

Wide GSD +water 6076 2964 2639 2639 100a 231 0.49 1.12 22.5 1 × 10�4

d50 + fines 5096 4308 2296 4042 100b 166 0.85 1.88 1.06 17.5 4 × 10�6

d50 +½ fines 5849 3410 2645 3796 100b - 0.58 1.29 0.90 16.7 1 × 10�5

d50 +¼ fines 5490 2795 2486 3030 88 - 0.51 1.12 0.92 18.5 7 × 10�6

d50 +water 5247 2290 2526 2526 99 - 0.44 0.91 22.6 1 × 10�2

aPw, Ps, Pca, and Pe are different components of measured fluid pressure P, see equations (6)–(9).
bEstimated values based on estimates for mixtures where velocity profiles were available.
cLR = P/σtot, see equation (4).
dPressure ratio indicating maximum estimate of excess pore pressure for values ePe;max > 1, see equation (10).
ePressure ratio indicating minimum estimate of excess pore pressure for values ePe;min > 1, see equation (11).
fDiffusion coefficients D for investigated mixtures calculated by fitting equation (12) to measured fluid pressure over 300 s after cessation of

movement.
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is primarily due to the higher density of the interstitial fluid associated with the fine particles. It is interesting
to note that, while the excess pore pressure Pe, calculated from equation (9), is relatively large for the wide
GSD+water mixture, the LR is relatively low. We discuss this more below. Finally, for all cases, the pressure
associated with centripetal acceleration Pca is small compared with the total measured basal pressures and
stresses and is similar for all mixtures, so it likely has minimal effects on the apparent variation of LR and Pe
with debris flow grain size distribution.

3.2. Fluctuations in Stress and Pressure

To consider the underlyingmechanisms for excess pore pressure, we also calculate fluctuations in basal stress
and fluid pressure and their correlations with changes in bulk flow resistance and other kinematics of the
flow. The pressure sensor is similar in size to the median grain size of the coarse fraction of the mixtures,
so fluid pressure values are effectively sampled at the particle scale. In contrast, the normal stress is derived
from a load plate with an area of 225 cm2, an order of magnitude larger than the cross-sectional area of the
largest particle in the flow. Therefore, the normal stress fluctuations are smoothed over a relatively large area
and cannot be directly compared to local fluid pressure fluctuations.

Figure 8 shows the complete longitudinal profile of normal stress and fluid pressure for three mixtures,
demonstrating that at the front of the flow, the fluctuations are typically largest for both the normal stress
and the fluid pressure. This is particularly pronounced for the unsorted mixtures shown in Figure 8a. Three
factors likely contribute to greater fluctuations at the front of the flow [e.g., Yohannes et al., 2012]. First, at
the front of the flow, grain-grain interactions are more “collisional” and less frictional, leading to the increased

Figure 8. Fluctuating component of basal normal stress and fluid pressure for (a) wide GSD + fines, (b) d50 + fines, and
(c) d50 +water at a mean flow velocity of 1.25m/s. Signals were processed as described in section 2.
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fluctuations for both normal stress and fluid pressure. Second, for the wide GSD mixtures, the large particles
segregate to the front of the flow [e.g., Hsu, 2010; Yohannes et al., 2012]. Increased collisional dynamics
associated with large particles alone also give rise to greater stress fluctuations at the bed. Third, due
to the overriding motion at the front, there is necessarily a bed-normal velocity component, that may lead
to higher fluctuations at the front. The data presented here show that these effects are not just limited to
fluctuations in stress, as in the dry flows presented in Yohannes et al. [2012] but also apply to fluctuations
in fluid pressures. We also note that in all three cases, high fluctuations at the front correspond to apparently
high values of the liquefaction ratio at the front.

To quantify the variation of the fluctuations from one mixture to the next, we first calculate the standard
deviation of the mean fluid pressure and the mean normal stress for each rotation in the particular experi-
ment (Figure 8). For each rotation for each experiment, we calculate the average of the root mean square
of each such time series data. The average and standard deviation about this average for each quantity are
presented in Figure 9a for all mixtures (plotted as bars and error bars, respectively, in Figure 9). Figure 9b
shows these data normalized by the average values for each mixture.

For both thewide and narrow coarse GSD, the dimensional and normalized normal stress fluctuations increased
with decreasing fines content. This is in accordance with earlier work by Hsu et al. [2008, 2014]. The normal
stress fluctuations increased slightly with broadening of the coarse grain size distribution. Pe increased both
with increasing fines content and increasing coarsening of the gravel grain size distribution. On the other hand,
the LR increased with increasing fines content, suggesting that as the liquid supported greater fraction of the
total stress, not only did enduring contacts decrease, but collisional interactions did as well.

In contrast, fluctuations in fluid pressure do not simply vary with Pe, LR, or the fines content. This indicates
that increased interparticle collisions did not necessarily correlate with increased pressure fluctuations. The
stress fluctuations increased for lower fines content, and at these lower fines content the flow resistance of
the interstitial fluid decreased allowing the fluid to flow more easily in response to collisional interactions
and hence not become trapped.

3.3. Bulk Flow Resistance

In Figure 10 we plot the average surface slope (see also Table 2) of the flow—a measure of the bulk resistance
—as a function of the liquefaction ratio for each mixture. The new data here along with similar data from
experiments by Kaitna et al. [2014] (salient details here in Table 3) demonstrate that there is a strong relation-
ship between LR and the average surface slope. As LR increased from zero for the unimodal 4mm dry system
to 0.8 for the wide GSD+ fines mixture the mean surface slope decreased from ≈33° to 7.7°, essentially
monotonically, though there is significant scatter. In general, the slope was independent of d50 of the coarse
fraction but inversely dependent on fine particle content. Exceptions to this involve the flows with compar-
able values of high LR (≈ 0.8). Surface slopes for these flows varied from ≈7.7° to 17.5°. This might be
connected to the high sensitivity of bulk flow resistance on the water content of the fluid (i.e., water + fines)
at high liquefaction ratios or low effective normal stress, which is directly connected to frictional flow

Figure 9. (a) Dimensional and (b) normalized fluctuations of normal stress and fluid pressure at the deepest section of the
flow averaged over 6–12 rotations at a mean velocity of 1.25m/s.
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resistance. We suspect that the d50
+ fines run was affected by a decrease
in fluid water content due to evapora-
tion over the course of the experiment
and therefore an increase of Cv,f which
is associated with an increase of fluid
viscosity that might have increased bulk
flow resistance.

3.4. Vertical Fluid Pressure and
Velocity Profiles

For a subset of the experiments, we also
measured vertical profiles of fluid pres-
sure and velocity. These results and
related measurements from the bound-

aries are presented in Figure 11. Velocity profiles from independent experiments with similar mixtures in the
same drum (Table 3) reported by Kaitna et al. [2014] are included for comparison. The dashed lines represent
theoretical hydrostatic pressure with respect to the density of water (calculated with equation (6)) and solid
line hydrostatic pressure accounting for fines sediment (<2mm) in suspension, calculated with equation (7).

Velocity and pressure profiles (Figures 11a and 11b) from the runs with few or no fines had similar features.
Fluid pressure was insignificant between the surface and approximately 100mm below the surface,
supporting the visual observations that for these cases the upper layer of the flow was not saturated. The
pressures increased linearly toward the measured basal pressure, which was somewhat less than the
predicted hydrostatic value calculated assuming fully saturated conditions. The measured fluid pressure
gradients are slightly shallower than those predicted using interstitial fluid densities and equations (7) and
(8). The corresponding velocity profiles were slightly concave up over much of the flow depth and essentially
plug-like in the upper 25% of the flow. We propose that this unsheared plug-like region was a result of
reduced buoyancy and high frictional grain resistance due to reduced saturation. The velocity profile for
mixture d50 +¼ fines (Figure 11b) exhibited minor differences from that of the mixture d50 +water
(Figure 11a). Specifically, the plug-like flow at the top of the velocity profile extends below the desaturated
level and connects to a nearly linear velocity profile for the lower 50% of the flow depth. Data from experi-
ments with 10mmgravel +water [Kaitna et al., 2014] also had an unsaturated top layer and a similarly shaped
velocity profile (grey shaded line in Figure 11a).

We note two significant differences for the mixtures with wider coarse GSD and a higher percentage of fines
(Figure 11c) that may be associated with the higher LR also associated with these mixtures. These involved the
apparent degree of saturation in the pressure profile and the depth of the plug-like region of the velocity
profile. The pressure data indicate that the fluid saturated the pores to the top of the mixture. Surprisingly, fluid
pressure in the upper half of the flow was slightly lower than expected based on those predicted using

Figure 10. Relation between average surface slopes and liquefaction
ratio from new data presented in this paper and from Kaitna et al.
[2014] as indicated. The slopes are measured at the deepest point of the
flow as shown in the inset.

Table 3. Relevant Details of the Mixtures From Kaitna et al. [2014] Included in the Plots in Figures 10 and 11

Wide GSD+ Fines[2014] Dry Gravel (2014)

Uniform Gravel (2014)

4mm+water 10mm+water 13mm+water 13mm+mud

d50 (mm)a 8 4 4 10 13 13
mc (kg)

b 650 455 455 455 455 455
mf (kg)

b,c 242 0 0 0 0 44
mw (kg)b 91 0 106 113.4 154 113.4
LRb 0.87 0 0.39 0.41 0.42 0.60
θ (deg)b 14.8 33.3 21.9 22.1 23.1 18.9

aThe coarse particles of the wide GSD+ fines[2014] mixture were of a similar GSD to the coarse particles in our mixture except the largest particle size in the
former was only 32mm. For all other mixtures, the GSD was narrowly distributed about the d50 given.bm =mass (subscripts c, f, and w denote “coarse,” “fines,” and “water”), LR = P/σtot, equation (4), and θ is the average surface slope.

cAs for the mixtures presented for the first time in this paper, the mass of the fines included sizes up to 2mm.
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interstitial muddy fluid density and
equation (8), while the basal fluid pres-
sure exceeded the predicted pressure.
The velocity profile is nearly the same
as that reported by Kaitna et al. [2014]
for a similar mixture. For both cases, the
plug-like conditions extend through the
upper half of the flow profiles and the
near-bed shear region is much higher.

3.5. Static Pressure Dissipation

In Figure 12, the first 5min of basal fluid
pressure immediately after the drum
stopped rotating are shown for each
experiment. The plotted curves are nor-
malized by the theoretical hydrostatic
pressure based on the density of water
alone, Pw, and the measured thickness
of the mixture above the sensor (equa-
tion (6)). Bold lines represent the theore-
tical value for pore pressure Pw + Ps
(equation (7)), again normalized by Pw
and calculated using ρs for each mixture
(Table 1). In other words, hydrostatic with
respect to the density of themuddy fluid
is represented by these lines. The uncer-
tainty in these calculations reflected by
the thickness of these lines is similar for
all data sets (≈0.15), is associated primar-
ily with the measured deposition height,
and measurement uncertainty due to
temperature effects is explained in
section 2 (Methods). In three cases
(marked with an asterisk in Figure 12)
our “taring” process failed, so only rela-
tive pressure is known. Consequently,
we shifted the measured values so that
the pressure decays to predicted hydro-
static pressure (Pw + Ps) in 5min, as
discussed below.

In all cases the basal pressure, upon
drum cessation, starts higher and decays
to a lower value. The decay rate appears
strongly dependent on grain size distri-
bution. Importantly, the pressure dissi-
pation for mixtures including a high
fraction of fine particles was insignificant
during the first 5min. This indicates that
the high degree of liquefaction observed
during shearing is maintained over long
timescales, and the fluid supports a sub-
stantial portion of the coarse particles
even after the flow has stopped. The

Figure 11. Vertical profiles of fluid pressure (diamonds) and particle velo-
city (triangles) for mixtures (a) d50 +water, (b) d50 +¼ fines, and (c) wide
GSD + fines at a mean velocity of 1.25m/s. All data were measured using
the velocity and pressure probes except those at the boundaries, which
were measured using the sensor at the drum bed, atmospheric pressure,
tangential drum speed, and surface velocity derived from particle tracing.
Error bars for measured fluid pressure represent the standard deviation of
repeated reference measurements of atmospheric pressure. Error bars for
velocity represent the standard deviation of eight subsequent velocity
measurements of 40 s each. Dashed line represents theoretical hydrostatic
pressure with respect to the density of water (calculated with equation (6))
and solid line accounting for fines sediment (<2mm) in suspension
(calculated with equation (7)), based on assumption outlined in the text.
Bold lines marked with an asterisk in the legend represent similar experi-
ments in the same configuration presented by Kaitna et al. [2014].
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decay rate increases with decreasing fine
particle content. When fines are absent,
fluid pressure after 5min is close to a
steady value, which we assume to be
hydrostatic (Pw + Ps). While fine particles
have the most significant role in mainte-
nance of high pore pressure, our data for
the two experiments performed without
fine particles indicate that a wide grain
size distribution in the coarse particles
also delays pressure dissipation.

To estimate the diffusivity of excess pore
pressures (D in equation (5)), as in Major
[2000], we apply appropriate initial and
boundary conditions to possible solu-
tions to equation (5). The initial excess
pressure is assumed to increase linearly
with depth (from 0 at the top surface)
and that there is a no-flux boundary
condition at the base. The solution takes
the form of

Pe z; tð Þ ¼ 8Pe;0
X∞
n¼0

1

2nþ 1ð Þ2π2 cos λnzð Þe� λn2Dt (12)

where Pe,0 = Pe(z=0, t= 0), and it can be shown [e.g., Fourier, 1822] that λn= [(π/L)(2n+1)/2]. A fit of this equa-
tion to our basal pressure data (that is, P� Ps� Pw versus t= 0) gives an estimate for the hydraulic diffusivity
of our mixtures D (Table 2). D varies from 10� 2 m2/s for d50 +water and decreases either with the addition of
fines or with the widening of the GSD to 10� 6 for the wide GSD+ fines mixture.

4. Discussion
4.1. Scaling Issues

The large scale of our debris flows suggest that common scaling problems associated with particle size in
laboratory experiments of debris flows (such as the relative importance of surface tension, cohesion, and vis-
cous effects) are not significant. However, the largest particles we used (128mm) are small compared to the
largest particles in natural bouldery debris flows, and our flow depths are typically smaller than natural flows
as well. To compare our investigations with other small and large-scale experiments, as well as with natural
flows, we use a set of dimensionless parameters suggested by Iverson et al. [2010] and detailed by Iverson
[2015]. Table 4 lists nine dimensionless parameters comprising geometric scaling ratios as well as different
stress ratios and includes a modified Reynolds number, NR (representing a measure of importance of fluid
viscosity on bulk shear resistance), a fluid pressure number, NP (comparing flow duration with the timescale
of pressure dissipation) and a Savage number, NS (assessing the importance of frictional versus collisional
flow resistance). Definitions and magnitude estimates of these dimensionless ratios for different experiments
and field-scale debris flows are shown in Table 4.

Compared with natural debris flows, in most small-scale experimental studies of debris flows (column 1 of
Table 3) the normalized yield shear stress Y is much larger, representative Reynolds number NR is much
smaller, and the grain size to flow depth ratios ε ’ is much larger. Each of these differences is partly due to
the fact that small-scale experimental flows are shallow (smaller H) compared to natural flows. Deeper flows
of the same material would tend to be less influenced by fluid viscosity (i.e., larger NR) and might be more
affected by excess fluid pressure effects (i.e., NP, the relative rate of pore pressure dissipation is smaller).
Larger-scale experiments such as those in the USGS flume (column 2 of Table 3) and ours (column 3 of
Table 3) have alleviated some of these scaling issues because the thickness is greater in these larger

Figure 12. Basal fluid pressure dissipation in stationary mixtures, as
determined after the flow had stopped. P is measured using the basal
pressure sensors and normalized by calculated hydrostatic fluid pressure Pw
(equation (6)). Bold lines represent the theoretical value for pore pressure
Pw + Ps (equation (7)), normalized by Pw and calculated using ρs for each
mixture (Table 1) and roughly measured vertical deposition heights. The
uncertainty in these calculations reflected by the thickness of these lines is
similar for all data sets (≈0.15) is associated primarily with the measured
deposition height and measurement uncertainty due to temperature
effects explained in section 2 (Methods). Measurements marked with an
asterisk in the legend have been visually adjusted as explained in the text.
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experiments. In large-scale experiments normalized yield stress may be less than an order of magnitude
greater than in natural flows. NR in our drum experiments is smaller than in other large-scale experiments
and natural flows, indicating that the effect of fluid viscosity is more pronounced. This is important to
consider when interpreting the strong effect of fluid viscosity on bulk flow resistance at high liquefaction
ratios in our experiments (Figure 10). Due to the wide range of mixture compositions investigated, NP

varies in our study over 4 orders of magnitude, covering the range of natural debris flows. The average
Savage number which indicates relative importance of collisional resistance to frictional contacts is
similarly small as in natural debris flows, indicating a similar importance of frictional flow resistance
[Savage and Hutter, 1989].

One significant difference between experiments in a straight flume and in a rotating drum is the aspect ratio,
ε=H/L. An aspect ratio of ε≪ 1 is typically specified as the condition for the applicability of a shallow water
assumption in depth-averaged model equations [Savage and Hutter, 1989]. Mangeney-Castelnau et al.
[2005] tested the validity of the shallow water or thin layer approximation in depth-averaged model by
comparing simulation and experiments of granular collapses with different aspect ratios. They show that
reasonable agreement is found for aspect ratios lower or equal to 0.5–0.7. In the drum, flow depth values
are typically about 0.25 to 0.3m, but they are rather short flows with a flow length of around 2.1 to 2.8m,
resulting in a length ratio of ε ~ 0.1. This value may apply to debris flows in the initial stage, but is about 1
order of magnitude higher than that of fully developed flows and typical flume experiments [Iverson et al.,
2010; Kaitna et al., 2014]. Therefore, stress gradients and bed-normal acceleration, especially at the front
and the tail of the flow, are more pronounced (up to a factor of 10 more than in equivalent longer flows),
which might have a significant effect on excess pressure generation. In this study we are neither attempting
to reproduce entire debris flows nor are we attempting to establish a well-defined rheometric flow. Rather,
our goal is to create physically realistic dynamics and kinematics of a portion of a flow, including the flow
front and then compare the changes in system dynamics to certain changes in the grain size distribution
to relate them to the effects of pore fluid pressure. The similarity of the dimensionless numbers from our
experiments to those typical of natural flows indicate that we have set up a system where our data can serve
to provide such a comparison that is relevant to natural debris flows.

4.2. Fluid Pressure and Bulk Flow Behavior

In our experiments, all mixtures with fine sediment, which included clay, silt, and sand, exhibited fluid pres-
sures P in excess of those calculated from hydrostatic using the density of water alone Pw. When a hydrostatic
pressure was calculated using a fluid density including the contribution of all fine particles up to 2mm that
might be in suspension (Pw+ Ps), only the mixtures with abundant fines or a wide coarse particle GSD or both
had measured fluid pressures above the theoretical hydrostatic value. Mixtures with both a narrow GSD and
lower percentages of fine particles exhibited fluid pressures close to hydrostatic when accounting for fines in
suspension (Pw+ Ps) at the base of the flow. For these mixtures, fluid pressure measurements within the flow
reveal that grain fluid segregation processes and bulk dilation due to shearing likely caused the region close

Table 4. Comparison of Scaling Parameters for the Drum Experiments With Other Experimental Setups and Typical Full
Scale Debris Flow

Scaling Parameter Small-Scale Lab Flowsa USGS Flumea Drum (This Study)b Full Scale Flow H = 3 ma

ε =H/L 0.01 0.01 0.1 0.01
R = ρb/ρ0 1 1 1 1
Rf = ρs/ρ0 0.6 0.6 0.5–0.8 0.6
C = τ/(ρ0gH) 0–0.5 0–0.5 0.04–0.3 0 – 0.5
Y = τy/(ρ0gH) 10�1 10�2 8 × 10�4 10-3

NR ¼ ρ0H
ffiffiffiffiffi
gL

pð Þ=η 3 × 103 1 × 105 103–104 3 × 106

NP ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L=g

p
= H2=D
� �

6 × 10�3 2 × 10�4 10�6–10�2 6 × 10-6

ε ’ = d/H 0.3 0.03 0.03 0.003
NS ¼ ρr :γ

2d2= σtot � Pð Þ 101 10�1 10�3–10�2 10-3

aComparative values were taken from Iverson et al. [2010]. The definitions of parameters and variables are given in the
Notation section.

bFor our study we used estimates for the following: reference density ρ0 = ρb; measured fluid yield stress τy = 5 Pa;
effective interstitial fluid viscosity η between 0.1 and 1 Pa s for the muddy mixtures. Additionally, we used the d50
(= 10mm) as the characteristic grain diameter, measured L ~ 2.5m, H ~ 0.3m, :γ ¼ 5–15 s�1, and D = 10�2–10�6m2/s.
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to the free surface to become unsaturated, leading to reduced basal fluid pressures. For two different flows
with the same amount of fines (either a high fraction or none at all) but different coarse particle GSD’s, the
mixture with the wider GSD exhibited significantly higher average excess fluid pressures compared with
the mixture with the narrow coarse particle GSD. We conclude that the development of excess fluid pressure
in natural flows depends on the combination of the presence of fines [Iverson et al., 2010] as well as grain size
distribution of the coarse sediment. These higher fluid pressures in poorly sorted material might also explain
the observation of increased runout distances for small-scale laboratory flows having wider GSD as reported
by Bowman and Sanvitale [2009] and de Haas et al. [2015].

Flows with high fine sediment content had increased fluid pressure relative to normal stress (i.e., high lique-
faction ratios LR) and a reduced surface slope (Figure 10). This supports the importance of nonhydrostatic
fluid pressures as a key parameter for debris flow mobility (Iverson [1997], and subsequent papers).
However, the liquefaction ratio does not govern this behavior alone. In particular, the flow with the highest
measured liquefaction ratio (LR = 0.85) was the uniform gravel mixture with the highest fraction of fine
particles (d50 + fines) and a surface slope of 17.5°. Counterintuitively, both the surface angle and the LR were
larger than those for the equivalent mixture having a wide GSD and a high fraction of fines (wide GSD
+ fines: surface slope = 7.7° and LR = 0.82). Removing fines from the wide GSD mixture reduced LR to that
for hydrostatic water pressure and dramatically increased surface slope, while removing fines from the d50
mixture also reduced LR to that for hydrostatic water pressure, but slightly increased flow resistance. The
presence of considerable fines corresponded to a high LR for both, the wide and narrow coarse particle size
distribution, but had a substantially different effect on the mobility for the two systems. This observation is
of special interest, as it reflects the interplay between flow resistances due to particle friction and due to
resistance of the fluid, i.e., the suspension of water and particles. The variation in slopes for these high
LR flows may be partly connected to a high sensitivity of the fluid flow resistance to minor variations in
sediment concentration Cv,f, as commonly observed in rheologic studies on muddy suspensions [e.g.,
Coussot, 1997]. Probably over the duration of the experiment some small amount of water evaporated from
the mixture resulting in a change in the interstitial fluid rheology. Such effects might become more evident
at high values of LR, which in turn depends on the sediment concentration of the muddy fluid Cv,f. Similarly,
de Haas et al. [2015] found in small-scale experiments that a low content of clay increased the runout of
laboratory debris flows, and a high content of clay decreased the runout. We did not investigate the effect
of changing the effective viscosity of the interstitial fluid on bulk flow resistance or LR, but note that earlier
scaling considerations (NR∝H) imply that viscous effects on flow resistance might be less important in
natural flows.

For mixtures having LR ~ 0.5 (d50 +water, d50 +¼ fines) we found velocity profiles sheared over much of the
flow depth (rather than having a narrow shear band) when fluid saturates the pores. In contrast, for the
mixture with the highest fluid pressure (wide GSD+ fines) and LR> 0.8, the shape of the velocity profile
differed, with shear concentrated closer the bed and an unsheared region close to the surface. These
observations are in accordance with measurements reported by Kaitna et al. [2014] and indicate a different
source of flow resistance and constitutive flow behavior from one mixture to another. We hypothesize that
for flows with lower LR, enduring grain contact stresses significantly affect flow behavior and a granular
flow law, for which the bulk friction coefficient is a function of a dimensionless inertial number as
suggested by Boyer et al. [2011] for granular suspensions, might apply. Importantly, in the absence of
frictional resistance, i.e., LR→ 1, other sources of flow resistance, like collisional interactions [Iverson,
2013] or viscous resistance of the fluid may govern flow behavior. The velocity profile measured for the
wide GSD+ fines does not show a typical granular scaling [Kaitna et al., 2014] and hence does not support
a collisional flow model. It is likely that this experimental mixture fell in a regime where fluid properties (i.e.,
it is sensitive to changes in water content) strongly governed flow behavior and the complex non-
Newtonian rheology of the suspension coarse sediment in the muddy fluid determined the velocity profile.
The measured reduction in normalized basal normal stress fluctuations and fluid pressure fluctuations
(Figure 9) support this argument. However, the unsheared region close to the surface of the wide GSD
+ fines mixture cannot be explained by the measured fluid yield stress alone, as the maximum height of
a plug flow is estimated to be at the order of millimeter (Hplug = τy/(ρbg sin θ) = 5/(2318 × 9.81 × sin
(7.8)). We hypothesize that higher induced shear rates in this mixture, may lead to collisional interactions
or turbulent effects [Ancey, 2006].
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4.3. Excess Pressure Generation

Since all mixtures experienced the same flow conditions (characterized in terms of mean velocity, channel
width, roughness, and curvature), we expect the same fluid pressure generation mechanisms to occur in mix-
tures exhibiting prolonged excess fluid pressures. We have shown that the effect of centrifugal acceleration is
smaller than 5% of the total pressure and cannot explain the measured values of excess fluid pressure. Hotta
and Ohta [2000] and Hotta [2011] argue that a dynamic component of fluid pressure arises due to Reynolds
stresses associated with velocity fluctuations in water that is strongly sheared by particles. Application of their
proposed model [ Hotta, 2011, equation (9)] to our experiments with coarse sediment and water found that
the predicted additional dynamic component would be on the order of only 101 Pascal, between 1 and 2
orders of magnitude smaller than the excess pressure measured. The presence of fine material is expected
to dampen velocity fluctuations in the pore fluid, so we conclude that Reynolds stresses are not a significant
generator of excess fluid pressure measured in our experiments.

The classic work of Bagnold [1954] showed that the pressure in sheared grain-fluid systems (not distinguish-
ing between fluid and grain stresses) scales with the square of the shear rate, which Bagnold modeled as due
to an increase in interparticle collisions. Free-surface experiments represent a different situation than that
considered by Bagnold [1954], but there is still the question of whether collisional interactions of the solid
phase have an effect on the generation of long-term excess fluid pressure. In our experiments we suspect this
effect is minimal for two reasons. First, our average Savage numbers, NS, are much smaller than 0.1 (Table 3),
indicating relatively low stresses associated with interparticle collisions compared to those associated with
frictional effects [Savage and Hutter, 1989]. Second, we find that prolonged excess fluid pressure is higher
for the unsorted mixture (wide GSD+ fines) for which there were also lower values of normalized stress
and pressure fluctuations (Figure 9). In a natural debris flow,McArdell et al. [2007] measured both excess fluid
pressures and impulses (independently recorded by geophones) associated with intermittent collisional
stresses and also concluded that elevated fluid pressure was not being generated by strong particle agitation.

Iverson and George [2014] present a model framework that connects the dynamic evolution of pore fluid pres-
sure with porosity changes due to changes in stress and dilatancy due to shearing. This is similar to a model
framework presented by Pailha and Pouliquen [2009], but for brevity we focus on the details presented by
Iverson and George [2014]. In this framework, changes in stress may lead to compaction or dilation of the
particle network leading to pressure gradients in the pore fluid. For example, when the dense particle
network is sheared, pore spaces have to increase, and fluid pressure decreases until sufficient fluid flows into
the pores. When pore space decreases by contractive shearing, fluid pressure will rise until excess pressures
diffuse. In their model, this process is represented by a dilation angle, i.e., volume change per shear strain,
which is connected to a change in solid concentration. Iverson and George use this framework and an
assumption that there is an equilibrium value of solid concentration for a given ambient stress state to
calculate a dilation rate for given conditions. In this way, their model indicates that the instantaneous value
of solid concentration with respect to solid concentration at equilibrium for a given stress state and flow rate
is of major importance for the evolution of fluid pressure at the onset of shearing.

A physical interpretation of this model framework leads us to the hypothesis that there should be at least
three mechanisms that lead to porosity changes and excess fluid pressure generation in debris flows:

1. Positive or negative dilation of debris due to shearing at the onset of motion. This situation is of special
importance for debris flows initiating from landslides and probably less important for debris flows devel-
oping progressively from channel erosion. In our experiments we did not investigate the dynamics during
initiation, but we suspect the influence of initial conditions on excess pore pressure were minimal;

2. Deformation of the bulk due to the typically unsteady nature of the flow might dilate or contract pore
spaces when debris transits natural channels over long distances. For our steady experimental flows in
the drum, bulk contraction and elongation in connection to changes of overall surge geometry are
expected to be less important;

3. In nonuniform flows some volume elements of debris might undergo contraction and elongation as
material at the surface travels at higher speeds than the mean velocity and is overridden (and contracted)
at the front and probably later incorporated into the flow again. In the rotating drum these transient
contraction and dilation cycles are eminent and more pronounced as flows are short (aspect ratio ε ~
0.1) compared with natural flows and flume experiments (aspect ratio ε ~ 0.01). The presence of an
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unsaturated front [Kaitna et al., 2011; Leonardi et al., 2015] might obscure these circulation patterns, but
the saturated material behind the front is necessarily subject to vertical accelerations that might affect
fluid pressures throughout the flow.

In all cases, pore pressure may remain elevated when hydraulic diffusivity of the mixture is low. Guided by
dimensional analysis as outlined by Iverson and LaHusen [1989], Goren et al. [2010], McCoy et al. [2012], and
Iverson and George [2014], we estimate timescales of these three pressure generation mechanisms and the
timescales for pressure diffusion to identify their relative importance in the laboratory and in the field. The
timescale for porosity change at the particle scale due to shearing is

T shear ¼ 1=
:
γ (13)

In our flows wemeasured steady shear rates mostly between
:
γ ~ 5–15 s�1, so the relevant Tshear in our experi-

ments ranges from 10�2 to 10�1 s. Shear rates of natural flows are probably in a similar range [Iverson and
Denlinger, 2001]. Since dilative shearing is especially important at the onset of shearing, we conclude that
10�2 s is a lower bound for Tshear in natural flows.

The timescale of repeated frontal contraction based on the recirculation pattern in the drum (i.e., the time of a
particular sediment traveling from the snout to the tail and then back to the snout) we calculate with

T fc;drum ¼ 2L=Vm ; (14a)

which yields Tfc,drum ~ 4 s. For natural debris flows regular recirculation patterns as in the drum are unlikely;
however, to estimate a timescale for the effect of contraction by overriding action at the front, we argue that
a volume element of material involved in a debris flow is transported and overridden at the front at least once
during an event. Hence,

T fc;DF ¼ L=Vm : (14b)

We infer length and mean velocity of debris flow surges in alpine regions from hydrographs reported by Arai
et al. [2013] with 100–500m and 5–10m/s, respectively, and calculate an upper bound of Tfc,DF ~ 101 s, which
is 1 order of magnitude longer than in our experiments.

The average timescale due to unsteady motion induced by bulk elongation/contraction or channel geometry
is expected to be highly variable; here we estimated that Tgeo is on the order of 100 to 101 s for natural flows
and not relevant in our drum experiments.

We compute the average duration of pressure dissipation over the flow thickness H according to

Tdiss ¼  ²=D ; (15)

where is the length scale for pressure diffusion. In section 3 we calculated diffusion coefficients from basal
pressure diffusion after cessation of movement using the length scale of the deposition height. For
constantly deforming mixtures, the choice of an appropriate length scale is not obvious as pore spaces might
constantly increase and decrease. Conservatively for a flowingmixture might be between the length scale
of a grain (e.g., the d50) and the flow depth H. Hence, for calculating Tdiss in our experiments, we considered
 to vary between 0.01m and 0.25m. For the mixture d50 +water (D=10�2m2/s) we estimate a dissipation
timescale Tdiss, d50 between 10�2 and 6 s, which is in the range of timescales of pressure generation mechan-
ism described earlier. For the other extreme—the mixture GSD+ fines (D= 10�6m2/s)—we estimate
timescales Tdiss, wGSD between 102 and 104 s (minutes to hours), which is orders of magnitude longer than
pressure generationmechanism. Note that diffusion timescales for deeper flows, Tdiss, DF, may be significantly
larger [Iverson, 2015].

Though the appropriate length scale for pressure dissipation in constantly deforming grain-fluid mixtures is
difficult to assess, we see that the timescales of pressure generation are typically shorter than the timescale of
pressure dissipation. Only in very porous, shallow flows, pressure dissipation might be on a similar timescale
as the timescale of shearing, like our uniform gravel mixture with limited fines, and probably the experiments
presented by Iverson and LaHusen [1989]. Importantly, pressure generation mechanism discussed herein are
independent of mixture composition, and therefore, we conclude that the primary manner in which GSD
controls excess pore pressure is in (limiting) pore pressure dissipation rather than in generating excess
pore pressure.
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4.4. Excess Pressure Dissipation and Hindered Settling

We hypothesize that the excess pore pressure we measured after the flow stopped moving was the result of
the cumulative effect of grains settling against a viscous fluid and the effect is likely similar in the deposition
of material from a field-scale debris flow. When particles settle at a steady velocity (essentially, a terminal
velocity) in a fluid, their weights are balanced by fluid forces until coming to rest on a boundary or another
grain-grain chain that is ultimately resting on a boundary. On the bulk scale, consolidation theory may be a
useful tool to describe the diffusion of excess fluid pressure [Major, 2000]. On the particle scale, three
mechanisms may operate. Fine particles that are suspended in the pore fluid are expected to alter effective
fluid properties like density and viscosity [Coussot, 1997]. Second, at higher particle concentrations the
presence of adjacent grains induces larger drag and reduces settling velocities compared to isolated particles
settling in clear water. This effect is often termed hindered settling and can be estimated by various empirical
equations suggested in the literature [e.g., Garcia, 2008]. Applying a relation proposed by Soulsby [1997] for
hindered settling velocity to the fine fraction of our muddy flows, using amean dfines = 0.02mm and Cv,f = 0.4,
we find that the settling velocity of fine sediment is reduced by more than an order of magnitude compared
to the settling velocity of a single particle of the same size. A third mechanism to keep particles in suspension
is due to a finite yield stress of fluids which contain a sufficiently high fraction of clay particles [Hampton,
1979; Beris et al., 1985; Tabuteau et al., 2007]. Assuming the grains are spherical with a radius ro, the weight
of the submerged particle, FSP, for a given grain size is

FSP ¼ 4
3
π ρr � ρsð Þgro3 (16)

For our mixtures with fine sediment, ρs is around 1800 kg/m3 and the density of the sediment ρr is assumed to
be 2650 kg/m3. In such a mixture a sphere of radius ro will sink when the yield stress parameter, Yg,

Yg ¼ 2τyπro2

FSP
(17)

is less than 0.143 [Beris et al., 1985]. Using measured yield stress of 5 Pa and solving for the critical radius at
which grains will move, rc,

rc ¼ 2τy
0:143 4=3

� �
ρr�ρsð Þg (18)

we find that grains ~6mm in diameter or less will be supported by the fluid (which is close to the median
grain size of 10mm of both mixtures), and those greater will sink. With regards to debris flow modeling,
the question of a threshold grain diameter separating sediment belonging to the solid or the fluid is therefore
strongly connected to mixture composition.

5. Conclusions

Large-scale rotating drum experiments reveal that for debris flowmixtures the grain size distribution (GSD) of
the coarse fraction as well as the presence of fines in the fluid strongly influence the presence of sustained
excess fluid pressure. In particular, fluid pressures in excess of hydrostatic developed in all mixtures where
fines were present. When accounting for fine sediment in suspension, the proportion of excess fluid pressure
on measured fluid pressure reduces. Using a cutoff diameter of 2mm, only the mixtures with largest fines
content exhibited excess fluid pressure. When coarse sediment was composed of a poorly sorted mixture,
excess fluid pressure extended through the entire flow length. For these mixtures, pore pressures and
theoretical considerations indicate that particles up to small gravel were fully supported by the fluid.

Bulk flow resistance, as expressed by the steady state surface profile of the flows, tended to decrease with
increasing liquefaction ratio LR, defined as the ratio of fluid pressure to basal total normal stress. Dry flow
had a slope of 33° and saturated with water slopes dropped to about 23o (for LR of 0.44). The progressive
increase in fines in the fluid reduced the slope to ~18° (for LR of ~0.6 to 0.85). The combination of a wide
GSD and elevated fines in the fluid dropped the surface slope to as low as ~8° (for LR of 0.82). At the highest
LR wide slope variation from 8 to 18° may reflect the dominance of fluid flow resistance and resulting high
sensitivity to small changes in water content
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Measurements of vertical distribution of velocity and pore fluid pressure show that with increasing fines
content, shear concentrates in the lower layers of the flow where the fluid pressure was highest. This
observation supports the notion of a transition from a frictional flow regime when LR is low and to a flow
behavior for unsorted debris including fine sediment when LR approaches 1 for which flow resistance is
decoupled from effective normal stress.

We find that generation of excess fluid pressure in our experiments does not substantially arise from
centripetal acceleration or Reynolds stresses. There is also no indication that collisional interactions generate
sustained excess pore pressure, as normalized stress and pressure fluctuations decrease with increasing
excess fluid pressure. Rather, we associate the generation of high fluid pressure in our experiments with
the contraction of pore spaces due to the nonuniform flow pattern at the front of the flows, where material
is overridden and dragged back into the flow—a process that is also evident and probably also important in
nature. Other mechanisms that may lead to porosity changes and nonhydrostatic fluid pressure, like
contractive/dilative shearing at the onset of motion or bulk elongation/contraction during flow, might be
important in natural flows but are less relevant in our experiments. Since timescales of pressure generation
are relatively constant, independent of material composition and mostly short, we conclude that the primary
manner in which GSD (including the presence of fines in the fluid) controls excess pore pressure is in limiting
pore pressure dissipation. This limit may arise from reduced settling of coarser particles through a dense fluid
that hinders settling and may have a yield strength.

Notation

C dimensionless basal shear stress (-).
Cv,b volumetric sediment concentration relative to the entire mixture (-).
Cv,c volumetric sediment concentration of coarse particles relative to the entire mixture (-).
Cv,f volumetric sediment concentration of fine particles relative to the entire mixture (-).
d grain diameter (m).

d50 50th percentile diameter of the coarse fraction (m).
D hydraulic diffusivity (m2/s).
Ec bulk stiffness modulus (Pa).
FB buoyancy force (N).
FSP weight of a submerged particle (N).
g acceleration due to gravity (m/s2).
H flow depth (m).
k hydraulic permeability of the porous media (m2).
L flow length (m).

 length scale for pressure dissipation (m).
LR liquefaction ratio (-)
NR modified Reynolds number (-).
NP fluid pressure number (-).
NS Savage number (-).
P measured fluid pressure (Pa).

Pw hydrostatic fluid pressure (Pa).
Ps fluid pressure component due to fines in suspension (Pa).
Pca fluid pressure component due centrifugal acceleration (Pa).
Pe excess pore fluid pressure (Pa).

P̃e excess pressure ratio (-).
R density ratio (-).
Rf fluid density ratio (-).

r0, rc sphere radius, critical sphere radius (m).
Tshear timescale of particle rearrangement (s).

Tfc timescale of material recirculation (s).
Tgeo timescale of unsteady motion (s).
Tdiss timescale of excess pore pressure dissipation (s).
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Vm mean drum velocity at the circumference (m/s).
Y dimensionless yield stress (-).
Yg yield stress parameter (-).
z bed normal coordinate (m).
θ local surface slope (deg).
ε aspect ratio (-).
ε ’ relative grain size (-).
:
γ shear rate (s�1).
η dynamic viscosity of the pore fluid (Pa s).
ρb bulk density (kg/m3).
ρ0 reference density (kg/m3).
ρs fluid density (kg/m3).
ρr solid (rock) density (kg/m3).
ρw water density (kg/m3).
σeff effective normal stress (Pa).
σtot total normal stress (Pa).

τ basal shear stress (Pa).
τy yield stress (Pa).
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